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On July 6, 2018, Moon Active released Coin Master: Puss in Boots "(Kasegi 2: Bukimi no Tane)" for Android as a free app (it is not available on
iOS). This "Coin Master" title features an updated version of the popular video game "Puss in Boots". The game was released in Japan initially as

part of Moon Active's "Coin Masters" series. However, this version of the game was never released outside Japan. This version contains
microtransactions which can be removed by paying $4.99 for an ad-free version. The user review for Coin Master: Puss in Boots is composed of

4.5 out of 5 stars (out of 1 vote) from 1 user, with a user rating of 5 out of 5 stars (out of 1 vote).",

In September 2016 Moon Active announced that they had signed an agreement with Warner Bros Entertainment to create a mobile game based
on their popular animated film, Wreck it Ralph 2. The game is titled "Coin Master 3: Wreck It Ralph" and was designed by Moon Active in

conjunction with the main production studio behind the film, Walt Disney Animation Studios. The levels of this version are based on locations from
the movie including Litwak's Arcade, Sugar Rush and others. The game is expected to be released for Android devices in 2017.",

The table was released for PC and iOS on December 18th, 2016. The full version available for purchase is the enhanced mode featuring 20
additional levels as well as the arcade mode which contains 60 additional levels. The Android version is planned to be released in January 2018.",

The game averages over 1,250 reviews with a rating between 4.5 stars to 4.8 stars across all platforms according to Google Play's and Apple's
App Stores. The game's graphics are generally of an attractive and colorful nature. The characters featured in the game, while themed around

coins, have been described as similar to "a kid’s metal-head toys", with unusual characteristics that match the gameplay. The packaging of
individual coin cards have also been described as “retro” in design.",

Great app, but... by Anubis_In_Da_Club on 2013/11/27 15:02 I love this game, but I hated the fact that you had to wait a while until you could
start another game. It was very frustrating. Overall, it is amazing! It's my favorite game because it's not like every other puzzle word app there is

out there.",
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